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Special Session Abstract:  
Data collected in a broad range of applications often contain one or more atypical observations called 
outliers (anomalies) that in some way behave inconsistently with the general pattern of the data. Such 
observations might completely disrupt a researcher’s ability to make accurate inferences, thus interfere 
with scientific discovery.  Robust statistics is a useful tool to detect such observations by first fitting a 
model for the bulk of the data and then flagging observations that deviate from it. In other words, one 
can still recover underlying pattern using robust statistical methods which otherwise would have been 
concealed by outliers. With the increasing production and availability of large amounts of data, we have 
started to live in a world increasingly driven by data. The applications have emerged in which the 
number of experimental units is comparatively small but the underlying dimension is very large as in 
microarray, document classification, spatio-temporal, and fMRI data. Such data are most often not 
homogeneous meaning that neither being independently identically distributed realizations from a 
distribution nor being generated from a stationary distribution. Although it is suitable to use a robust 
method resistant to deviations from such assumptions, classical robust statistical methods are not 
designed to cope with this kind of growth of dimensionality. The sample and time complexity of these 
algorithms is prohibitively large for high-dimensional applications.   
This session aims to bring together leading researchers from across the globe to discuss current research 
progress on robust statistical analysis for high-dimensional data and its diverse applications in various 
areas. The speakers will specifically focus on some robust alternatives for regression, classification, 
clustering for high-dimensions, and functional data analysis; and illustrate how these techniques can be 
useful in real-world data analysis tasks. Therefore, a session focusing on this research topic will be of 
interest to a large and diverse group of attendees. Indeed, I believe that such a session would illustrate 
the existence of robust high-dimensional estimation methods that are computationally feasible. 
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